Who is a typical ‘Pac Rim’ student?

- Business-minded; A Pac Rim student shows professional commitment to their own career goals. They all complete the 4 required business electives.

- Diverse; Pac Rim students are randomly selected from across the Long Beach area. Their wide range of backgrounds creates a rich diverse community they all benefit from.

- Well rounded; A Pac Rim student is not selected simply for their GPA. They demonstrate initiative in their personal life, community and work experience.

Contact Us:

Polytechnic High School
Attn: Pacific Rim Academy
1600 Atlantic Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90813

To schedule a campus visit call Jeff Inui at 562-591-0581 ext 5196
e-mail: jinui@lbschools.net

Visit The Pacific Rim Academy at www.lbschools.net/poly
Go to the Academics tab, then select Small Learning Communities

The Pacific Rim Business Academy

Our Mission:
Develop student’s entrepreneurial spirit and fundamental business skills so they can be successful in a dynamic global market.
What Makes Pac Rim Unique?

“The smaller class sizes, dedicated teachers and staff made sure we got the attention we needed to succeed.”
Jasmine Yam, class of 2014

“The business advisory board gave us tons of real world experience in a lot of industries.”
Ivan Chavez, class of 2011

“The foreign language and business classes gave me a competitive edge when I applied to colleges and jobs.”
Diamond Robinson, class of 2012

The Curriculum

Real World Experience

• 100% graduate with either work or internship experience.
• Port of Long Beach tours, job shadows, scholarships and internships.
• Interview over 20 guest speakers a year.
• Leadership training and community service projects with Rotary Club.
• 2-year Cameo Mentorships.
• Understand the history of ethnic communities on trips to Chinatown & Little Tokyo.
• Mock interview at Gulfstream.
• Compete in 5 business competitions.
• Pitch marketing event ideas to local business associations.

Business Classes:

Intro to Entrepreneurship – Start up a company, practice personal finance and organize a group service project.

Marketing – Use a variety of techniques to increase sales and advance their own careers.

International Business/Economics - Study global trends, write an international business plan and compete in several competitions. “G” and college credit.


College Prep:

A-G courses are required. Honors and AP classes available upon request.

Recent Statistics:

Average 90-95% of Pac Rim graduates are accepted to colleges they apply to, including:

CSU’s
Cal Berkeley
UC Riverside
Northern Arizona State
UCLA